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HELPING CUSTOMERS SAVE TIME AND MONEY
WITH THE 140

As manufacturing changes, we are seeing
equipment such as presses, and dies become
heavier and heavier. On a regular basis, we lift
105,000 lb dies and presses for our customers,
sometimes on a daily or weekly basis. And, as
you know, that means a day to setup a gantry,
a day to move and a breakdown install day that’s 3 days! Many of our customers are
updating their operations with these newer,
heavier production elements, but they don’t
have the time traditional rigging equipment
requires for the project. That’s one of the main
reasons we searched and added this new lift to
our inventory – to save our customers time and
money!

I’d like to introduce you to the
140.
This is one of, if not the most

powerful lift in the United States.
The 140 is one of four in the U.S. and one of a
limited number in the world. The 140 has the
capacity to lift and move 140,000 lbs (that’s not
a typo! Yes, 140K!!). Featuring a hydraulic
riggers boom that can lift 48,000 lbs at 15 feet
and 6 inch radius. This is the lift that will lift
your equipment, when others can’t. There’s no
way we can over state the absolute power and
efficiency of this machine. In our biz, it is the
ultimate moving beast.
Traditional jobs at this lifting capacity used to
take a day to setup gantry, a day to move and
a day to install. With this lift, our mobilization
time is shorter, often just one day and the
entire service is quicker and more efficient on
your production schedules.

Want to learn more about how
this machine can cut
your rental times in half? Give us a call tod ay.

Versa-Lifts Are Designed For VERSATILITY
Most recently, we recently added a new
Versa-Lift 25/35 and a Versa-Lift 60/80 to
our equipment inventory. These join the
equipment list along with our existing
40/60 Versa-Lifts.
Designed with versatility in mind, the
60/80 Versa-Lift (in photo) can easily lift
loads of 60,000 to 80,000 pounds. And if
the counterweight is extended 48", this
forklift can even lift 100,000 pounds!
All of these lifts have hydraulic booms and 8’ forks. The Versa-Lifts are state-ofthe-art machines built with only one thing in mind...Moving Machinery. The
machines are available for rent by the day, week or month.
Visit our website to see more capabilities and projects!

CONTACT US
Associated Industrial Riggers is
the premier industrial machinery
and systems installer of industry.
As one of the largest merit shop
industrial maintenance
companies in the United States,

we look forward to being your
partner in any turnkey rigging,
millwright or maintenance project.
We work in industrial plants for a
day, a week, a month a year or
longer. We are reliable and offer
superior value. Contact us for
your industrial machinery and
systems needs.

Happy New Year!
We look forward to moving,
transporting, lifting,
fabricating, repairing
and/or storing for you in
2019.
R. Jerry Sanders,
Chairman & CEO
800-724-3888
rgsanders@AIRiggers.com

